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t is somewhat ironic that, in today’s
world of unimpeded technological
growth, many companies still find
it challenging to implement the best
ways to strengthen their post-sales
supply chain operations. Setting
aside the innumerable hurdles
the COVID-19 pandemic set up for
logistics over the past two years, achieving
precise and consistent visibility into an
organization’s supply chain is currently
the most critical element in ensuring a
secure, healthy bottom line. Managing the
movement of service parts from partner
to partner, vendor to vendor, location to
location, and finally to the hands of the
consumer is an incredibly complex task;
thus, in the face of this century’s biggest
threat, maintaining constant visibility can
become extremely difficult.
And according to Denise MacDonell,
a long-standing supply chain management
expert, it is almost impossible to establish
a profitable service supply chain without
a systemic solution in place. Fortunately,
modern technologies like connected
devices and the budding Industry 4.0
revolution are providing businesses with
an opportunity to leverage the latest digital
products that pave the way for improved
supply chain operations.
As a result, the ultimate goal for any
high-tech organization is to become a
global enterprise, selling products all
around the world—which also means
setting up a global service supply chain.
However, the last 18 months have
demonstrated the fragility and complexity
of global supply chains. Not all businesses
have the financial resources or expertise
to procure, stock, and ship service parts
in all areas of the world. Denise insists
that service supply chain and logistics
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professionals need to find the answer to the question, “What
is required in your service parts supply chain strategy in
order to achieve resiliency on a go-forward basis, in a postpandemic world.”
Few firms possess the necessary skills and experience in
service supply chain management to help the market find
the correct answers; and even fewer solution providers when
it comes to service parts. Flash Global is a clear leader in
the service parts supply chain solutions marketplace among
this small list of highly competent enterprises. Since its
inception in 1983, the company has established an extremely
efficient post-sales service logistics networks, delivering
mission-critical service parts to customers within two or
four hours in over 100 countries.

A Brief History depicting an Impressive Legacy
Over the past 38 years, Flash Global has amassed an
incredible wealth of experience in the service supply chain
arena. Nearly two decades ago, the company invested
a considerable amount of time and money establishing
strong, trusting relationships with several leading brands
in telecommunications and networking to garner a robust,
collaborative service parts logistics ecosystem. Over the
years, Flash has evolved its business to support the changing
marketplace. From a small logistics and courier services

We have an entire trade operations
team, supported by technology,
who streamline the international
movement of our clients’ service
parts
provider with a handful of customers, to now a global
service supply chain organization with over 600 warehouse
locations in over 140 countries, supporting customers with
over half a million service part deliveries on an annual basis.
“And today, we continue to deliver parts to clients in remote
locations around the world effectively and efficiently,” says
Denise.
Along with the company’s footprint and customer
growth, Flash has also grown its service portfolio. In
addition to the same day and next business day deliveries,
Flash also provides reverse logistics (i.e., defective material
returned and consolidated at a centralized hub for repair
or scrap dispositioning), importer and exporter of record
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services, and field services, to name a few. Flash’s service
portfolio growth followed the evolution of the service
supply chain market and is a direct by-product of its strong
customer relationships – evolving together with their
clients. Presently, Flash Global operates in all areas of
the world - North and South America, EMEA and APAC
regions. It dedicatedly concentrates on creating a sense of
predictability, scalability, and complete visibility around an
organization’s service supply chain to help best serve their
respective customers.
“Flash Global’s sole purpose is to provide post-sales or
service parts logistics and supply chain support, focusing
on high-tech original equipment manufacturers,” expresses
Denise, who is currently the CTMO (Chief Technology &
Marketing Officer) at Flash Global. This versatile executive
is an expert in change management with a proven track
record of shaping software applications to drive valueadded services for customers in any industry. Denise’s
strategic prowess, vision, and ability to leverage cutting-edge
technology and people to create a collaborative, efficient
environment and always puts the customer first. This ties in
perfectly with Flash Global’s service-oriented culture, which
is crucial to the company’s success.
Throughout her nearly 25-year career, Denise has
led and worked in turnaround and startup efforts with
small-medium businesses (SMB) alongside Fortune 100
companies. It is also interesting to note that, as the Vice
President of Product Management for a business called
This Technology, Denise led the company’s transformation
journey from an engineering-driven organization into one
driven by product and software innovation. That successful
evolution encouraged Comcast Corporation to acquire

This Technology in 2015, and Denise was appointed VP of
Advertising Software, a role she held until her employment
at Flash Global.

A Nuanced Supply Chain Expertise
Flash Global today maintains a comprehensive
understanding of the many challenges that curb the progress
of businesses in any industry; the
pandemic of 2020 further created
several supply chain bottlenecks
throughout the world. With its
massive network of a digital-adept
workforce, Flash Global empowered
its clients to overcome these hurdles
with extensive warehousing and
distribution services alongside a
slew of delivery options that flexibly
align with their clients’ service
contract service level agreement
(SLA) requirements. The company
additionally offers the market its
importer and exporter of record (IOR
and EOR, respectively) services that
excel at obtaining clearance for various
goods and parts. “We have an entire trade
operations team, supported by technology, who support
the international movement of our clients’ service parts,”
explains Denise.
Now, with a portfolio of this size, Flash Global
understands that supply chain logistics is beyond simple
sourcing and delivery operations. To that end, believing in
the philosophy of there should be a singular point of contact
to manage an organization’s global affairs, the company
assists clients in their account management as well. This
ensures that customers, partners, and third-party vendors
have just one certified and knowledgeable individual
to interact with for a seamless supply chain operation.
Furthermore, Flash Global offers it intuitively designed
FlashTrac solution: a highly configurable inventory, order,
and warehouse management system that support spare
parts logistics needs with best-in-class customer experience
delivery.

Service Parts Delivery from a Services-Oriented Enterprise
To best elucidate the company’s competencies, Denise
recalls the case study of a large, Fortune 500 customer in
the network security hardware space. This story began
over 15 years ago when the customer had just established
their business and was getting their feet off the ground.
They partnered with Flash for their United States based
post-sales logistics needs, choosing Flash due to its agility
and flexibility to meet their specific logistics needs. Their

business started to grow exponentially, including sales
into international markets which required them to not
only have a post-sales logistics partner in other countries,
but also a partner that could help them move their service
parts internationally across border. Understanding the
complexities of global trade requirements and offering
Importer and Exporter of Record services for service parts is
a core competency
of Flash Global,
Since Flash Global
managed both
IOR and EOR
responsibilities
incredibly well,
Flash also became
the client’s IOR/
EOR provider and
has been so for the
past decade. More
recently, as the
customer grew into
a multi-billiondollar enterprise,
more orders and
supply chain demands
were brought forward
to Flash including a means to manage the flow of defective
materials—and repurposing them later. Flash Global
delivered on all these new requirements, in high volumes,
seamlessly. The company’s 630+ forward stocking locations
(FSL) in over 140 countries empowered the customer to
improve their supply chain operations significantly.

The Road Ahead
With such strong capabilities and a long history, Flash
Global stands among the leaders of supply chain and
logistics management solution providers today, and its
specialization in service parts supply chain is unparalleled.
Moving forward, the company intends to continue its
expansion into far flung regions of the world, such as Africa
and improve its presence in the continent as it sees many
opportunities for logistical growth. Denise and her team
also emphasize a vertical focus on their market penetration,
with manufacturing data storage, networking, as well as
energy, oil and gas as key growth opportunities. “We are
seeing increased demand and potential, with the growth
of edge computing in the data storage and networking
industries, as well as in the electric vehicle (EV space,”
she adds. And as the company continues to innovate and
pioneer service supply chain solutions, enterprises of all
sizes in almost any country can count on Flash Global for
their post-sales logistics needs.
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